Abstract. This study establishes the k index to measure the level of dynamic competitive balance (CB) in a sports league. It also introduces the concept of memory span in measuring dynamic CB. The k index reflects the contemporaneous level of dynamic CB at each season in the history of a league as equivalent to that of a league where k teams have equal chances of winning the title. All seasons of selected European and South American domestic soccer leagues, continental soccer cups, and those of the NBA were analyzed with respect to their k index. 
greater the observed number of different colors being 137 drawn from the urn, the proportionally longer the 138 observer needs to wait to estimate m for a given bias 139 -i.e. the observer's memory span needs to be propor-140 tional to the observed number of colors. This insight 141 is also applicable to the HHI as follows.
142
Eq (1) shows the HHI formula to be applied for 143 the ball experiment outcomes in analogy to a sports (1)
147
Where:
148
• HHI t,n is the HHI from trial t -n + 1 to trial t
149
• n is the number of trials (i.e. interval) considered 150 (i.e. the memory span)
151
• C t,n is the set of the colors i = 1, 2, …, m that were drawn from trial t -n + 1 to trial t • W ij equals 0 if the i th color belonging to C t,n 154 was not drawn at trial j, or 1 if it did By "equal probability" it is not meant that the index
174
can only be applied to ludic situations like this urn 175 example. Instead, "equal probability" is used to be 176 in accordance with the fact that it is an inverse of an 177 average.
178
The urn examples here do not use unequal proba- for each level of m.
200
It is observed in Figure 2 that the median HHI Figure 3 .
249
It is observed again in Figure 3 to be responsive to changes in true m; and (b) that the 
The development of the k index 330
The k index is based on the HHI and is defined by 331 eq (2). 
The k index in Italy

398
The period 
The k index in England
417
The period 1890-2018 (119 seasons) is shown in Knock-out system to define its first positions and had That is, relaxing the requirements for the access to the 518 group stage seems to have resulted in a higher concen-519 tration of titles in the hands of fewer, more traditional 520 teams -which might seem counterintuitive.
The k index in Germany
521
In 2018, the index was at 5.9 -i.e. suggesting a 
The k index in the NBA
554
Here the analysis of a basketball league is pre- index is affected by this definition.
608
The plot in Figure 15 shows the effect of vary- is indicated instead.
620
The variation of the k index as a function of the 621 memory span in Figure 15 
